BREAKING    THE    ICE
part of the Arctic Ocean.    But the radio messages from
further   along  the  route  were  encouraging — encouraging
that is for my hopes of at last getting some of the true
Arctic  atmosphere;  but discouraging for Krastin whose
job it was to get his fleet through the difficult spots of the
Arctic Sea route with as little delay and expenditure in
coal as possible.   We went full steam ahead, and behind us
at a respectful distance trailed the flotilla of cargo boats.
The weather was fine; the sea as deeply blue as the Mediter-
ranean on a sunny day in June.   That was in the morning.
After lunch, we felt a nip in the air.   I suddenly remembered
ski-ing tours on the Arlberg.     The tang which heralded
the approaching ice was the same as in a high Alpine
winter sports resort.   The sea was no longer blue but dark
grey.   The sky had put on a heavy coat of clouds— I followed
its example a few minutes later by buttoning the extra
fur lining into my leather coat.   Mist brewed up from no-
where suddenly, and before tea-time we were In the midst
of it.    There is no reason to be afraid of getting seasick
in an ice-covered sea.   Your ship does not rock at all   The
only compensating disadvantage is that when first an ice-floe
smashes against the sides, you are convinced that you are
going to sink.   But the grinding was only a little friendly
greeting with which the Polar Sea welcomed me as a new-
comer to its realm.   Worse was to follow.   By six p.m. we
were in cnine-ball-ice5.   This cryptic term was explained to
me as meaning that nine-tenths of the water's surface is
covered with drifting floes,   If you had asked me, I should
have said it meant that twelve-tenths of the sea were covered.
Nor would I have been utterly wrong.   The technicians
count only the circumference of the floes; but as pressure is
exerted from one side of a massif, one cake climbs on top ol
another, freezes on to it, and may tower several feet abo^e
cp ja «.
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We were making very slow headway now.   The
had come closer to us, seeking protection in the wake 01 me
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